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However, for those who find themselves with 
limited or no HR and legal support to rely on, 
successfully defending a claim can feel like 
an impossible feat.

In this guide, we explain all you need to know 
about handling claims made by employees, 
including:
• What an Employment Tribunal is;
• What the process involves;
• What awards can be made;
• The common mistakes employers make.

The aim of this guide is to provide some 
useful tips, highlight best practice, and alert 
you to important information that may prove 
useful in navigating the process through to 
the best possible conclusion.

For any business, being 
faced with an Employment 
Tribunal can be incredibly 
daunting. 

Did you know...
There were 109,706 Employment Tribunal 
claims made against employers last year.

According to the latest government 
statistics, the number of single-claim 
receipts is up by 23% from 7,957 in 
October to December 2017 to 9,811 in 
October to December 2018.
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1. 
What is an 
Employment 
Tribunal?
In a nutshell, Employment Tribunals make decisions to 
resolve legal disputes on employment law matters such 
as unfair dismissal, discrimination, redundancy, equal 
pay and unlawful deductions of wages.



The case may be heard by 
an employment judge on 
their own or as part of a 
Tribunal panel with two lay 
members (one represents 
employers’ interests and the 
other represents employees’ 
interests). 

Whether you will face just an employment 
judge or a full panel will depend up the type of 
claim submitted and the nature of the hearing. 
The judge and panel members are referred to 
as ‘Sir’ or ‘Madam’.

There are local offices and hearing 
venues all across the country. Hearings are 
generally held face to face, but there may 
be cases where part or all of the hearing is 
carried out through the use of electronic 
communications. This will be the case if the 
Tribunal believes that this would be just and 
equitable and those at the hearing can hear 
proceedings and see any witnesses.

In general, Employment Tribunals are 
considered to be less formal than a court. 
They are open to the general public.

Employment Appeal Tribunal
The Employment Appeal Tribunal (EAT) will 
look at appeals on points of law, not points of 
fact. For example, you may appeal to the EAT 
if you think that the Employment Tribunal did 
not apply the right law or was biased towards 
the other party.

The EAT can:
• Dismiss an appeal
• Allow the appeal and give a different 

decision (i.e. disagree with an 
Employment Tribunal)

• Allow the appeal and send the case back 
to the same or a differently constituted 
Employment Tribunal

It has an equivalent status to the High Court 
and any further appeal will go to the Court  
of Appeal.

Please Note
In Northern Ireland, you have Industrial 
Tribunals, which hear and settle disputes 
on employment law matters.

There are also Fair Employment 
Tribunals, which focus solely on 
discrimination on the basis of religious 
belief or political opinion.

!
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2. 
Do fees need to 
be paid to access 
Employment 
Tribunals?
In July 2013, fees were introduced to access Employment 
Tribunals and Employment Appeal Tribunals.



The reason behind the fees 
was to transfer the cost of the 
Tribunal system from taxpayers 
to those who actually use 
the service. It also aimed to 
put people off from making 
unmeritorious claims, and 
promote the earlier settlement 
of disputes.

However, in July 2017, the UK’s highest court, 
the Supreme Court, unanimously ruled that 
fees in respect of Employment Tribunal and 
Employment Appeal Tribunal proceedings 
were unlawful. They concluded that the fees 
had the effect of preventing access to justice 
and must be quashed immediately.

They also ruled that fees were indirectly 
discriminatory against women. This is because 
a higher number of women were bringing 
Type B claims (for example, discrimination 
and equal pay) than Type A claims and this 
put them at a particular disadvantage when 
compared with men.

The government is currently in the process 
of refunding those who have paid the fees 
since they were introduced four years ago. 
Successful applicants will also be paid interest 
of 0.5%, calculated from the date of the 
original payment up until the refund date.

Please Note
Fees varied in accordance with the 
type of claim and whether they were 
brought by a single claimant or a group. 
For example, the total fees payable by a 
single claimant for a Type A claim were 
£390 and the fees for a single claimant for 
a Type B claim were £1200.

!
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3. 
What is the 
Tribunal process if 
an employee lodges 
a claim against our 
organisation?



Here is a step-by step overview 
of what happens when an 
employee submits a claim 
against you to an Employment 
Tribunal:

Early conciliation
In the majority of cases, before an employee 
can make a claim to an Employment Tribunal, 
they must get in touch with the Advisory, 
Conciliation and Arbitration Service 
(known as Acas) to begin mandatory early 
conciliation. This requires the employee 
to contact Acas, but does not impose a 
requirement to actually enter into conciliation 
talks with their employer.

The aim of conciliation is to try and reach an 
agreement and avoid having to resort to legal 
proceedings in an Employment Tribunal. It is a 
free and voluntary service.

It is not only used by employees. Employers 
can also use early conciliation if they think 
there is a dispute or issue occurring in 
their workplace which is likely to result in 
Employment Tribunal proceedings  
being issued.

If the parties do decide to go ahead and try 
conciliation, the conciliator will explore the 
issues at the heart of the dispute so that the 
parties understand the other’s views and 
position. The conciliator will promote the 
use of internal company procedures, discuss 
what factors Tribunals consider when making 
decisions and talk through potential solutions 
proposed by the parties. However, the 
conciliator cannot force or advise parties to 
accept solutions put forward or take the side 
of one party.

Conciliation normally takes up to a month but 
it can be extended by an additional 14 days 
with agreement between the parties.

If it is successful, a COT3 agreement will 
be drawn up. A COT3 agreement sets out 
the terms of settlement of an Employment 
Tribunal claim (or potential claim) which has 
been agreed between the employer and the 
employee following a process of conciliation 
with Acas.

Please Note
A COT3 agreement is not the same as a 
settlement agreement. They differ in a 
number of ways: it is simpler and shorter, 
typically signed by representatives 
rather than the parties and there is no 
requirement for the employee to obtain 
independent legal advice regarding the 
terms of settlement.

!
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If conciliation is not successful or the parties 
do not want to enter into conciliation talks, 
the employee can then bring a claim to an 
Employment Tribunal. Acas will provide 
a certificate, which provides an early 
conciliation number. This number must be 
provided when they submit a claim.

ET1 form
To initiate the process, the employee must 
submit their claim on an ET1 form. Two or 
more claimants may lodge their claims on the 
same form if their claims are about the same 
set of facts.

This form will explain the nature of their 
complaint, for example, they were unfairly 
dismissed, they were discriminated against 
on the ground of age, or they are owed 
holiday pay.

It will also ask what compensation or remedy 
they are seeking. For instance, if they are 
claiming unfair dismissal, do they want to 
be reinstated (get their original job back) 
or be re-engaged (get a job with the same 
employer or associated employer) or receive 
compensation?

It will also ask for their early conciliation 
number to prove they have complied with the 
mandatory early conciliation requirement.

Claims may not be accepted if, for example, 
they are not on the prescribed ET1 form, it 
omits relevant information, or it is outside of 
the Tribunal’s jurisdiction.
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Remember
There are time limits for all Tribunal 
claims. If an employee does not bring a 
claim within the specified time period, 
this means the Tribunal cannot hear the 
claim unless an extension is granted. 
In most cases, the employee will 
have to bring their claim within three 
months (less one day) from the date of 
termination or the complaint or dispute 
occurring. However, there are cases, such 
as redundancy payments, where this is 
six months.

After the employee has contacted Acas 
as part of mandatory early conciliation, 
the time limit for lodging a claim to the 
Tribunal is put on hold for up to one 
calendar month (and an extra 14 days if 
necessary).
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Warning
If you do not respond or decide to not 
contest the claim, an Employment 
Tribunal will think about whether they can 
issue a judgment on the claim without 
going to a hearing. If there is a hearing, 
you will be notified but only able to 
participate to the extent the judge allows.



ET3 form
If the claim is accepted, the Employment 
Tribunal will send each party a copy of the 
claim form and an ET3 form for the employer 
to respond to the claim.

You must respond within 28 days of the date 
that the form was sent to you by the Tribunal.

When responding to the claim, you will need 
to gauge how strong the employee’s case is, 
what holes there are in your case and whether 
it is worth considering settling the claim.

Considering the claim and response
The employment judge will look at all the 
documents to see whether there are arguable 
complaints and defences. If the Tribunal 
concludes that the Tribunal has no jurisdiction 
or there is no reasonable chance of success, 
the parties will be notified.

Expert Tip
Seek legal advice to understand how best 
to respond to a claim. Our Employment 
Law Advisers can help you draft your 
ET3 form to make sure it clearly states 
your case – it is important to get it 
right because it will be referred to in 
subsequent hearings.
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Preparing for hearing
Parties will choose witnesses to support 
their case and prepare all the necessary 
documents, such as the Contract of 
Employment, notes from meetings, emails, 
payslips, written witness statements, etc. 
The Tribunal has a wide range of case 
management powers. They have the power 
to order someone to attend a hearing to give 
evidence, produce documents or provide 
information. They can also make orders about 
preparing the bundle (the documents the 
Tribunals will refer to during hearings) and 
exchanging written statements.

Hearings
There may be a preliminary hearing and/or a 
final hearing.

A preliminary hearing is where a Tribunal 
may determine any initial issues, discuss and 
clarify specific points of the case, assess 
whether a claim or response should be struck 
out or consider the chance of settlement 
or alternative dispute resolution. You will be 
given 14 days’ notice of the hearing and it will 
generally be carried out by an employment 
judge sitting alone.

A final hearing is where the Tribunal will 
determine the claim or anything that has 
remained outstanding from the preliminary 
hearing. There may be different hearings 
regarding, for example, liability, remedy and 
costs. Again, you will be provided 14 days’ 
notice of the hearing.

Decision
If there are three people determining the 
claim, a decision will be made by a majority. If 
the panel is made up of two people, it will be 
the employment judge who has the second or 
casting vote.

The decision may be announced at the 
hearing or it will be sent in writing. In general, 
a decision will be given within a few days or in 
complex cases, a few weeks.

The general rule is that the party who loses 
must comply with the judgment or order 
within 14 days.

Appeal
If a party wishes to appeal the decision, 
they must do so to the Employment Appeal 
Tribunal within 42 days of the written 
communication of the original decision.

This will be considered by an employment 
appeal judge, who will consider whether there 
is a reasonable prospect of the appeal being 
successful.
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Expert Tip
Preparing for a hearing takes a significant 
amount of work, so it is best to leave in the 
hands of a legally qualified professional.
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4. 
What are the 
possible outcomes 
of Tribunal 
proceedings?



Some examples of popular 
claims include:

Discrimination 
There is no cap on the compensation that 
can be awarded for successful discrimination 
claims. The compensation that an 
Employment Tribunal may award may cover 
not only financial loss, but also personal injury 
and ‘injury to feelings’.

Unfair dismissal 
An order to reinstate the employee (give 
them their job back) or reengage them (get 
a job with the same employer or associated 
employer) can be made, but this is rare. In 
most cases, an order to pay compensation 
will be made, consisting of a basic award 
and a compensatory award. The total cap for 
compensatory awards in 2019/20 is £86,444.

Breaching working time rules 
A declaration in favour of the employee 
may be made providing the individual with 
compensation.

Unlawful deduction of wages 
The Tribunal can make a declaration and 
order the employer to repay what was 
unlawfully deducted.

Flexible working
In cases where a statutory request for flexible 
working was not dealt with in a reasonable 
manner, the Tribunal may order an employer 
to reconsider the application or pay up to 8 
weeks’ capped pay.
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5. 
Are settlement 
agreements the 
best option to avoid 
Tribunals?
The main premise of a settlement agreement is 
that an employee waives their rights to bring legal 
proceedings against their employer in an Employment 
Tribunal or civil court in return for something of value 
to the employee, which is more often than not a 
discretionary severance payment.



Typically, most legal claims 
regarding statutory and 
contractual rights can be 
waived as part of the agreed 
terms in a settlement 
agreement, including unfair 
dismissal, discrimination, 
unlawful deduction of 
payments and entitlement to 
statutory redundancy pay. 

However, not all claims can be settled this 
way, such as claims for accrued pension 
entitlement or claims of personal injury which 
have not arisen at the date of the agreement.

From an employer’s perspective, there are 
many positives in settling out of court before 
defending a claim in an Employment Tribunal:

• They provide a quick end to a dispute or 
issue and, when terminating employment, 
a clean break.

• It avoids time, resource and money that 
would be needed to defend a claim.

• They help avoid the uncertainty of going 
to an Employment Tribunal, where you 
cannot predict the final outcome.

• The final agreed terms give the employer 
some peace of mind and certainty.

• Employees can be required to keep the 
arrangement and circumstances of the 
agreement confidential, so it can avoid 
bad publicity for you and the organisation.
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6. 
What are some of 
common mistakes 
that land employers 
in tribunals?
There are a number of common pitfalls where 
employers can end up facing costly Employment 
Tribunal claims. 



We’ve set out some examples 
below:

Misconduct
In order for a dismissal to be fair, you must 
have a fair reason to dismiss and you must 
have acted reasonably in the circumstances.

In cases of misconduct, you must follow a 
fair procedure, which includes investigating 
the matter, informing the employee of 
the issue, holding a disciplinary hearing, 
allowing them to be accompanied, letting 
them respond to the allegations and giving 
them an opportunity to appeal. If you make 
a mistake, you could end up with a claim for 
unfair dismissal.

Some common procedural mistakes 
employers make include:

• You dismiss someone for an alleged act of 
gross misconduct on the spot i.e. without 
following a fair procedure.

• The same person carries out the 
investigation, disciplinary hearing and 
appeal.

• You do not give the employee written 
copies of evidence and relevant witness 
statements before a disciplinary hearing.

• You do not allow an employee to be 
accompanied to a formal disciplinary 
hearing that could lead to a formal 
warning being given or other types of 
disciplinary action.

• You fail to inform the employee of the 
potential consequences of the disciplinary 
action prior to the hearing.

• You do not carry out a reasonable 
investigation.

An employer can suspend an employee with 
full pay while an investigation into allegations 
of misconduct is underway in certain cases, 
for example, where the employer believes 
that their continued presence at work poses 
a risk to the business, other employees or 
clients. The period of time that the employee 
should be suspended for should be as short 
as possible and kept under review. It should 
also be made clear to the employee this 
is not a disciplinary sanction and should 
not be interpreted as a finding of guilt or as 
prejudgement of the outcome of the matter 
by the employer.

Warning
The decision to suspend should never 
be taken without proper thought. If you 
do suspend an employee when it is 
not reasonable to do so, where there is 
no contractual right to suspend, or the 
suspension is for longer than necessary, 
it could be considered a breach of 
the implied term of mutual trust and 
confidence and lead to the risk of a 
constructive dismissal claim.
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Discrimination
Under the Equality Act 2010, there are nine 
‘protected characteristics’. These include 
age, disability, gender reassignment, 
marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy 
and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, and 
sexual orientation.

If we take, for example, pregnancy and 
maternity discrimination, here are some 
common errors employers make:

• You do not carry out a general risk 
assessment or fail to act on what you 
uncover from the assessment to ensure 
the health and safety of the employee and 
her baby.

• You fail to warn female employees on 
maternity leave or who are sick due  
to pregnancy of a potential  
redundancy situation.

• You reduce their workload or refuse to  
give them certain projects because of 
their pregnancy.

• You refuse to give them a pay rise while 
they are on maternity leave.

• You dismiss the employee because the 
temporary worker hired to cover maternity 
cover is doing a ’better’ job.

• You dismiss an employee because they 
are suffering a pregnancy-related illness.

Sickness absences
When faced with a high number of frequent, 
short-term absences, you may need to take 
action to reduce the frequency of absences. 
If it is necessary to dismiss an employee for 
these types of absences, you must follow 
a fair procedure to reduce the risk of, for 
example, disability discrimination and unfair 
dismissal claims.

Firstly, Employment Tribunals will look at the 
reason for the dismissal. It may be potentially 
fair to dismiss an employee on the basis of 
their conduct if they tell you they are sick when 
they are actually fine.

Likewise, it may be fair to dismiss the 
employee on the ground of capability if their 
persistent absences negatively affect their 
ability to fulfil their work obligations.

It may also be fair to dismiss for some other 
substantial reason if their absence is having a 
harmful impact on the business.

Secondly, an Employment Tribunal will look 
to see whether you have considered all the 
circumstances of the individual case. This is 
not an exhaustive list, but they will take into 
account the following to see if the employer 
acted reasonably in the circumstances:
 
• The nature of the illness if applicable
• The likelihood of the employee’s 

attendance record improving in the future
• The duration and frequency of  

the absences
• The periods of attendance between  

the absences
• The impact these absences are having on 

the rest of the team.
Thirdly, they will also be looking for the 
employer to have followed a fair procedure 
when dismissing the employee, for example, 
you gave the employee appropriate warning 
of dismissal and the opportunity to improve 
their attendance.
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Remember
Seek advice when dealing with cases of 
absences of disabled employees.



In cases of long-term sickness absences, 
Employment Tribunals will look at a number 
of factors including whether you consulted 
with the employee and explored how to 
support them back into work; made the 
necessary reasonable adjustments; sought 
medical evidence that confirmed that the 
employee is not likely to return at all or for 
a prolonged period and you warned the 
employee that their long-term absence could 
lead to dismissal. If you get the procedure 
wrong, you could end up with expensive 
claims being pursued.

Contracts of Employment
In most cases, the employer will need to 
consult with the employee before making 
a change to the employee’s contract. If you 
do go ahead and make the change without 
the agreement of the employee, it may be 
considered a breach of contract.

There may be a different process between 
cases where there is a contractual right 
to vary and where there is no such right. 
Typically, however, you should consult with 
the employee, or if applicable, their trade 
union and other employee representatives 
about the change you wish to implement. 
You should explain why you want to make the 
change, allow them to express their views and 
offer suggestions.

If, after lengthy consultation and negotiation, 
you cannot reach agreement, you can serve 
the individual employee notice that you will 
terminate the existing contract and offer 
a new contract with the new employment 
terms and conditions. If you wish to do 
this with 20 or more employees, you have 
an obligation to consult collectively with 
employee representatives or, if applicable, 
trade union officials.

Expert Tip
Always seek legal advice before 
dismissing and re-engaging employees 
because if you get it wrong you could end 
up with unfair dismissal claims.

Remember that dismissal must be 
reasonable in the circumstances.

Warning
If you are a charity, for example, and are 
looking to engage with volunteers, you 
may draw up a volunteer agreement 
which covers their role, training, 
supervision, expenses, health and safety 
and insurance. However, you must 
take great care when drafting these 
agreements to ensure it is not regarded 
as an employment relationship. So, if you 
treat your volunteers in the same way as 
your employees and legal action is taken 
against you, an Employment Tribunal 
may assess the nature of the relationship 
and decide that the individual is actually 
an employee or a worker, rather than 
a volunteer. This may mean you are in 
breach of a number of employment laws.
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7. 
5 things to  
take away



Now you know the ins and outs 
of Employment Tribunals, let 
us highlight five key things all 
employers need to know:

1. Employees no longer have to pay fees to 
access Employment Tribunals.

2. Employees must contact Acas before they 
lodge a claim in an Employment Tribunal.

3. Employers have 28 days to respond to  
a claim.

4. Depending on the nature of the claim, 
possible outcomes mean you may be 
ordered to pay compensation, reinstate 
or re-engage the employee, make a 
declaration or repay what is owed.

5. Settlement agreements can help you 
avoid going to an Employment Tribunal, 
but there are a number of things to 
consider which require legal advice.

To explore any of the areas touched on in this 
guide, please do not hesitate to contact us 
for guidance and support.

 0345 226 8393

 worknest.com 

 enquiries@worknest.com
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